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Abstract. Timbuk implements the Tree Automata Completion algorithm whose purpose is to over-approximate sets of terms reachable by a term rewriting system. Completion is parameterized by a set of equations defining which terms are equated in the approximation. In this paper we present two extensions of Timbuk which permit us to automatically verify safety properties on functional programs. The first extension is a language, based on regular tree expressions, which eases the specification of the property to prove on the program. The second extension automatically generates a set of equations adapted to the property to prove on the program.
Motivations
Term Rewriting Systems (TRS for short) are a well known model of functional programs. This model has been used for different kind of analysis ranging from model-checking [4] , to static analysis [16] and from termination analysis [13] to complexity analysis [1] . In this paper we focus on static analysis of safety properties on functional programs. Let us illustrate this on a simple example. Assume that we want to analyze the following delete OCaml function: In Timbuk [9] , this program will be translated in the following TRS, where ite encodes the if-then-else construction and eq encodes a simple equality on two arbitrary constant symbols A and B. The Ops section defines the symbols with their arity, the Const section defines the constructor symbols (symbols that are not associated with a function), the Vars section defines variables and the TRS section associates the name of the TRS with its rules. In the following, we denote by F the set of symbols defined in the Ops section and T (F) the set of ground terms built on F. We denote by C the set of constructor symbols defined by Const, and T (C) the set of ground terms defined on C.
Ops delete:2 cons:2 nil:0 A:0 B:0 ite:3 true:0 false:0 eq:2 Const A B nil cons true false Vars X Y Z TRS R delete(X,nil)->nil delete(X,cons(Y,Z))->ite(eq(X,Y),delete(X,Z),cons(Y,delete(X,Z))) ite(true,X,Y)->X ite(false,X,Y)->Y eq(A,A)->true eq(A,B)->false eq(B,A)->false eq(B,B)->true Let us denote by L the set of all possible lists of A's and B's. On this program, we are interested in proving that for all l ∈ L, delete(A,l) can only result into a list where A does not occur. This is equivalent to proving that for all l∈ L, delete(A,l) never rewrites to a list containing an A. This can be done using reachability analysis on rewriting with the above TRS R. We denote by I the set of all initial terms, i.e., I = {delete(A, l) | l ∈ L} and let Bad be the set of lists containing at least one A. We denote by R * (I) the set of terms reachable by rewriting terms of I with R, i.e., R * (I) = {t | s ∈ I and s → R * t}, where → R * is the reflexive and transitive closure of → R . If R * (I) ∩ Bad = ∅ then there is no way to rewrite a term of the form delete(A,l) with l∈ L into a list containing an A and the property is also true on the functional program. Note that the property proved on the TRS is stronger than the property proved on the functional program. In particular, it is independent of the evaluation strategy: it can be call-by-value as well as call-by-name. Thus, the property is true for OCaml as well as for Haskell programs. 1 This paper presents two extensions of Timbuk making the above analysis possible and automatic.
-The first extension are simplified regular tree expressions which let the user easily and intuitively define the set of initial terms I. -The second extension automatically generates abstraction equations, using algorithms described in [10] and [8] . This makes it possible to automatically build a regular over-approximation App of R * (I) such that App ∩ Bad = ∅, if it exists.
In Section 2, we define simplified regular expressions. In Section 3, we explain why abstraction equations are necessary and we show how to generate them in Section 4. In Section 5, we show how to interact with Timbuk in order to carry out a complete analysis, as the one shown above. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude and give further research directions.
Simplified regular tree expressions
We defined the TRS but we still need to define the set of initial terms I in Timbuk. Until now, it could only be defined using a tree automaton [5] . Defining I with this formalism is possible but it is error-prone and lacks readability. As in the case of word languages, there exists an alternative representation for regular tree languages: regular tree expressions [5] . However, unlike classical regular expressions for words, regular tree expressions are difficult to read and to write. For instance, the regular tree expression defining terms of the form f (g n (a), h m (b)) with n, m ∈ N is f (g( 1 ) * , 1 . 1 a, h( 2 ) * , 2 . 2 b), where 1 and 2 are new constants. In this expression, the sub-expression g( 1 ) * , 1 . 1 a represents the language g n (a). The effect of * , 1 is to iteratively replace 1 by g( 1 ), and the effect of . 1 a is to replace 1 by a. Regular tree expressions are expressive enough to define any regular tree language. To be complete w.r.t. regular tree languages, this formalism needs named placeholders (like 1 and 2 above) because the effect of the iteration symbol * depends on the position where it occurs. However, named placeholders make regular tree expressions difficult to read and to write, even if they define simple languages. For instance, the set I = {delete(A, l) | l ∈ L} defined above can be written delete(A, cons((A|B), 1 ) * , 1 . 1 nil) where 1 is a new constant.
In this paper, we propose a new formalism for defining regular tree languages: simplified regular tree expression (SRegexp for short). Those expressions are not complete w.r.t. regular languages but are easier to read and to write. For instance, the set I is defined by the SRegexp delete(A,[cons((A|B),*|nil)]). Those regular expressions are defined using only 3 operators: '|' to build the union of two languages, '*' to iterate a pattern and the optional brackets '[ ... ]' to define the scope of the embedded *. The SRegexp cons((A|B),*|nil) repeats the pattern cons(A, _) or cons(B,_) as long as possible and terminates by nil. Thus, it defines the language {nil, cons(A,nil), cons(B,nil), cons(A,cons(A,nil)), cons(A,cons(B,nil)),. . .}. The brackets define the scope of the pattern to repeat with *. In the SRegexp delete(A,[cons((A|B),*|nil)]), the iteration applies on cons(A, _) or cons(B,_) but not on delete(A,_). Thus, this expression represents the language {delete(A, nil), delete(A,cons(A,nil)), delete(A,cons(B,nil)), . . .}. 2 We implemented SRegexp in Timbuk together with a translation to standard regular tree expressions. We also implemented the translation from regular tree expressions to tree automata defined in [18] . Thus, from a SRegexp I, Timbuk can automatically generate a tree automaton A whose recognized language L(A) is equal to I. We also implemented the converse operations: tree automata to regular expression using the algorithm [15] and regular tree expressions to SRegexp. Note that, since SRegexp are incomplete w.r.t. regular tree languages, conversion from regular tree expression to SRegexp may fail. Thus, the over-approximation of reachable terms computed by Timbuk is presented as a SRegexp if it is possible, or as a tree automaton otherwise.
The need for abstraction equations
Starting from R and I = L(A), computing R * (I) is not possible in general [14] . Nevertheless, if R is a left-linear TRS then R * (I) can be over-approximated with tree automata completion [6] . From A and R, completion builds a tree automa-
it is enough to check that L(A * ) ∩ Bad = ∅, which can be done efficiently [5] . For this technique to succeed, the precision of the approximation A * is crucial. For instance, L(A * ) = T (F) is a valid regular over-approximation but it cannot be used to prove any safety property since it also contains Bad. In Timbuk, approximations are defined using sets of abstraction equations, following [20] and [11] . For completion to terminate, the set T (F)/ = E (E-equivalence classes of T (F)) has to be finite [8] . When dealing with functional programs, this restriction can be relaxed as follows. Functional programs manipulate sorted terms and the associated TRSs preserve sorts. Provided that equations also preserve sorts, having a finite set
S is the set of well-sorted terms, is enough. Besides, since well-sorted terms define a regular language, this information can be provided to Timbuk using tree automata, regular expressions or SRegexp. Going back to the delete example that we want to analyze, with set E = {cons(X, cons(Y, Z)) = cons(Y, Z)}, L/ = E is finite but T (F) S / = E may not be. For instance, terms delete(A, nil), delete(A, delete(A, nil)), etc. are all in separate equivalence classes. Again, we can take advantage from the fact that delete is a functional program and relax the termination condition of completion by focusing it on the data manipulated by the program. Instead of asking for finiteness of T (F) S / = E , we only require finiteness of T (C) S / = E , where T (C) S is the set of well-sorted constructor terms. Let us note E c the above set of equations {cons(X, cons(Y, Z)) = cons(Y, Z)}. As shown in Example 2, E c defines a finite set of equivalence classes on T (C) S , i.e., lists of A's and B's. 3 Provided that delete is a terminating and complete functional program, it is possible to extend E c so that completion terminates. This has been shown for first-order functional programs [7] and for higher-order functional programs [10] . The extension of E c consists in adding two sets of equations E R = {l = r | l → r ∈ R} and E r = {f (X 1 , . . . , X n ) = f (X 1 , . . . , X n ) | f ∈ F, arity of f is n, and X 1 , . . . , X n are variables}. Since E R and E r are fixed by the program, the precision of the approximation only depends on the equivalence classes defined by E c . Thus, to explore approximations, it is enough to explore all possible E c .
Generating abstraction equations E c
Additionally to the fact that (1) T (C) S / =Ec has to be finite, the termination theorems of [7, 10] imposes additional constraints on E c . Equations in E c have to be contracting, i.e., they are of the form u = u| p where (2) u| p is a strict subterm of u and (3) u| p has the same sort as u. 4 Conditions (2) and (3) makes it possible to prune the search space of equations in E c . For instance the following equations do not need to be considered: cons(X, Y ) = Z because of condition (2), cons(X, cons(Y, Z)) = cons(X, Z) because of condition (2), cons(X, Y ) = X because of condition (3) .
Timbuk implements two different algorithms to explore the space of possible E c . Those algorithms are parameterized by a natural number k ∈ N and, for a given k, they generate a set EC(k) of possible E c . By increasing k, we increase the precision of equations sets E c in EC(k). The first algorithm is based on covering sets [17] and generates contracting equations with variables [10] . In this algorithm k defines the depth of the covering set used to generate the equations. From a covering set S, we generate all equations sets E c = {u = u| p | u ∈ S} satisfying conditions (1) to (3) . The second algorithm generates ground contracting equations [8] . In this algorithm k represents the number of equivalence classes expected in T (C) S / =Ec . Since equation sets have to be ground and meet conditions (2) and (3), we can finitely enumerate all the possible equations sets E c for a given k. A systematic way to build ground EC(k), based on tree automata enumeration, is given in [8] . Using the first or second algorithm to generate EC(k), to prove that there exists a tree automaton A * over-approximating R * (L(A)) and such that L(A * ) ∩ Bad = ∅, we run the following algorithm:
Otherwise, if EC(k) not empty, pick a new E c in EC(k) and go to 4. 6. When EC(k) is empty, increment k and go to 2.
It has been shown in [8] that the ground enumeration of EC(k) is complete w.r.t. tree automata that are closed by R-rewriting. Thus, if there exists such a A * , the above iterative algorithm will find it. However, on properties that cannot be shown using a regular approximation, such as [2] , this algorithm may diverge. This file contains the TRS, the SRegexp presented above and a tree automaton named TC which defines well-sorted constructor terms as explained in Example 2. This automaton is used to prune equation generation. Note that this automaton could be inferred from the typing information of the functional program. Here, the automaton TC states that lists are built with cons and nil, that elements of the list are either A or B, and that true and false are of the same type but cannot appear in a list. Thus, ill-typed terms of the form cons(nil, true) are not considered for equation generation. Finally, the Patterns section defines the set Bad of terms that should not be reachable. Currently, the pattern section is limited to terms or patterns (terms with holes '_') and cannot handle SRegexp or automata. In the present example, we only consider a subset of bad terms: terms of the form cons(A,_), i.e., lists starting by A. Assuming that your working directory is FunExperiments, you can run Timbuk on this example by typing: timbuk --fung 30 deleteBasic.txt. Where --fung is the option triggering ground equation generation (the second algorithm for generating EC(k)) and 30 is a maximal number of completion steps. We get the following output: The three first generated equations belong to E c , reflexive equations of the form B = B, nil = nil, . . . belong to E r and the last eight equations belong to E R . The set T (C) S / =Ec has two equivalence classes: the class containing nil and all lists containing only B's and the class of lists containing at least one A. Thus, the effect of E c is to forget any B and preserve any A that appears in a list. Using the --fun option instead of --fung while running Timbuk, triggers the first algorithm for generating EC(k), i.e., E c with variables. On this example, the generated E c part has two equations instead of three: cons(X,cons(A,Y)) = cons(A,Y) and cons(B,X) = X. The effect of this set E c is the same as the ground E c above. Indeed, this E c splits lists into two equivalence classes: the class of lists without A's and the class of lists with at least one A.
Interacting with Timbuk
Finally, in Timbuk's output, Proof done! means that Timbuk manages to build a regular approximation of R * (I) that contains no term of the Patterns section. Timbuk outputs the resulting simplified regular expression [cons(B, *|nil)]. This proves that results are lists without any occurrence of A's. Here, one can read the outputted SRegexp to check that the property is true. How-ever, this can be difficult when the outputted SRegexp is more complex. Thus, on most examples, we use additional predicates to check properties like it is commonly done with proof assistants. On our previous example, given a predicate member (testing membership on lists), we can check that terms of the language member(A,delete(A,cons((A|B),*|nil))) never rewrite to true. We can also check the dual property expected on delete: deleting A's should not delete all B's. We hope to check this property using initial terms member(B,delete(A, [cons((A|B),*|nil)])) and a patterns section set to false. However, the property is not true and, during completion, Timbuk finds a counterexample: 
Conclusion and further Research
We know that completion is terminating on higher-order functional programs thanks to the recent result of [10] . Besides, we also know that ground equation generation of E c is complete w.r.t. tree automata that are closed by R [8] . In other words, if there exists a tree automaton A * , closed by R and overapproximating the set of reachable terms, then it will eventually be found by generating ground equations. With the first algorithm where equations of E c may contain variables, we do not have a similar completeness result, yet. However, generating equations with variables remains an interesting option because the set E c can be smaller. This is the case in the previous example where E c with variables defines the same set of equivalence classes but with fewer equations.
From a theoretical perspective, Tree Automata Completion can be seen as an alternative to well-established higher-order model-checking techniques like PMRS [21] or HORS [19] to verify higher-order functional programs. Timbuk implements Tree Automata Completion but was missing several features for those theoretical results to be usable in practice. First, stating the property to prove using a tree automaton was error-prone and lacked readability. Using simplified regular expressions significantly improves this step and makes property definition closed to what is generally used in a proof assistant. Second, equations which are necessary to define the approximation, had to be given by the user [7] . Now, Timbuk can automatically generate a set of equations adapted to a given verification objective. Combining those two extensions makes Timbuk a competitive alternative to higher-order model checking tools like [21] and [19] .
In those model-checking tools and in Timbuk, the properties under concern are "regular properties", i.e. properties proven on regular languages. Those regular properties are stronger than what offers tests (they prove a property on an infinite set of values) but weaker than what can be proven using induction in a proof assistant. However, unlike proof assistants, Timbuk does not require to write lemmas or proof scripts to prove a regular property. An interesting research direction is to explore how to lift those regular properties to general properties. In other words, how to build a proof that ∀ x l. not(member(x,delete(x,l))) from the fact that all terms from member(A,delete(A,cons((A|B),*|nil))) rewrite to false. We believe that this is possible by taking advantage of parametricity such as in [22] . This is ongoing work.
In this paper, the verification is performed on a TRS representing the functional program. To directly perform the verification on real functional programs rather than on TRSs, we need a transformation. We could reuse the HOCA transformation of [1] . However, it does not take the priorities of the pattern matching rules of the functional program into account when producing the TRS. Furthermore, this translation needs to be certified, i.e., we need a formal proof that the behavior of the outputted TRS R covers all the possible behaviors of the functional program. With such a proof on R, if Timbuk can prove that no term of member(A,delete(A,cons((A|B),*|nil))) can be rewritten to true with R, then we have a similar property on the functional program.
The equation generation process does not cover all TRSs but only TRSs encoding terminating, complete, higher-order, functional programs. We currently investigate how to generate equations without the termination and completeness restrictions on the program. Another research direction is to extend this verification principle to more general theorems. For the moment, theorems that can be proved using Timbuk need to have a regular model. For instance, Timbuk is able to prove the theorem member(A,delete(A,l)) →R * true for all lists l=cons((A|B),*|nil) because the language of terms reachable from the initial language member(A,delete(A,cons((A|B),*|nil))) is, itself, regular. Assume that we have a predicate eq encoding equality on lists. To prove a theorem of the form eq(delete(A,l),l) →R * false for all list l=cons(B,*|nil), the language of reachable terms is no longer regular. However, recent advances in completionbased techniques for non-regular languages [3] should make such verification goals reachable.
